Passap Machine Knitting

A bit of Passap history
!

First Passap machines were sold in 1939 at the Swiss National Exhibition

!

Designed and patented by Ernst and Kaspar Luchsinger who where cotton
importers and exporters. Ernst was an engineer and inventor who wanted to
develop a faster way to knit.

!

The ST A-120 was the first Passap knitting machine produced in production for
home use. Considered a knitting frame rather than a machine. The frame was
described as made of wood, with metal hooks that held the stitches and a
wooden comb that had matching number of what looked like nails. The yarn
was pulled over the nails with the comb to form the stitch. Crochet hooks
were used to hand manipulate the stiches to create patterns. 55,000 were
sold.

!

The speed of this machine was 5 to 8 times faster than handknitting!

!

Unfortunately, I could find no pictures of Passap’s first “home knitting
machine”.

But…

This is a Getty Archive photo with a title of “knitted socks from the 1939 Swiss National Exhibition”.
This photograph had no other detail. No information if they were hand knitted or machine knitted.
Are these examples of the first machine knit socks on a home-based machine?? Based on what I
read, machine knit socks were a big deal at the Exhibition.

In another photograph from the same Exhibition, I found this trio of knitters, knitting stockings. The stockings
shown above are much more evenly knit on double point needles and have longer ribbing.
Were these women team handknitting? Trying to beat the time of machine knitting, or were they hand finishing
machine knit stockings

Company
Information

!

Passap is an acronym for Patent Schnell Strick
Aparat. Which translates as “patented really quick
knitting apparatus”. The first and most commonly
used name of the machines. Founded in 1939 in
Switzerland.

!

MADAG is an acronym for the Maschinen and
Apparatebau Dietikon AG, the parent company of
the Passap from 1965. You will see this name used
in some patterns, design books and in advertising.

!

The Pfaff name was interchangeable with Passap in
Europe and Africa for a period of time.

!

Production ceased in 1999

The Machines
Passap created electronic and mechanical, single and double bed machines,
throughout their history.
Through research, I found one bulky was made, the Vario Big.
All their machines were created for home use, but as the popularity grew, many
have been used for light industrial use. Small business and knitwear designers
use them for production knitting.
Most machines were released with numerical model numbers. They have some
iconic nick-names that you might recognize…The Speed-O-Knit, the Duo, Goldy,
Pinky and the E-6 are a few.

What’s
unique
about
Passap?

!

5 mm spacing on most machines in their line.

!

Through 1987, Passap machines were mechanical. In 1979, the E-6000
was released. It has an electronic front and mechanical back bed. The
upgraded E-8000 is electronic on both beds.

!

With the release of the Duomatic line, double beds were permanently set
in a rigid peaked placement (inverted V). To access the fabric, the front
bed can be dropped.

!

The knitted fabric falls between the two beds, not to the front. Weights
are generally not needed.

!

The machine of the 40’s through the 60’s have separate ribber beds.

!

Passap speak”, Locks, Pushers and Strippers.

I think???

!

Passap carriages are called Locks. On a double bed machine each lock has
unique tension and pattern selector dials and tension dials.

!

Passap uses Pushers to select and “jack up” the appropriate needles for the
stitch pattern to be created. The lock is set up to move both needles and
pushers with one pass.

!

Strippers are used to aid the yarn in knitting off cleanly, by pushing the yarn
down between the beds and/or outward against the needle bed to complete
the stitch cleanly.

The Front and Back Locks of an E-6000

They are nearly identical, having slightly different stitch selector options as shown on the left and
middle slides. The right slide shows the stripper placement on top of the joined Locks with the
yarn coming through the feeder.

Lock settings on the Duomatic and E-6000

Stitch Patterns and
Techniques of the E-6000

!

The Passap pattern book is a stitch encyclopedia of the
designs possible on the machine.

!

The E-6000 has over 660 unique stitch patterns
preprogrammed into memory

!

The E-6000 uses Techniques to instruct the console how
you want to knit the stitch pattern.

!

Choice of 155 unique techniques, basic stitches
(stockinette, Fisherman’s rib), Tuck, Two, Three and
Four Color Fairisle, Intarsia, Pintuck, Lace Patterning
without transfer requirement, Racking and Lace using a
transfer tool

!

40,000 combinations are preprogrammed into the
console.

!

Some techniques can be used as stitch patterns

Strippers

Black are used for single bed and
circular knitting. The yarn is pushed
sideways against the bed

Orange are used for most
double bed work. The yarn on
the needles are pushed down
between the beds

Blue are used for heavy fabric
knitting. The knife blade is deeper,
pushing more yarn down between
the beds.

Pushers
The mechanical pusher-flat head
Use on the Duomatics and back
bed of E-6000. Controlled by the
stitch and arrow key selection.

The electronic pusherrounded head. Used on
The front bed of the
E-6000 and (E-8000 I
believe) Controlled by
the electronic console
stich and technique
selection.

Example of a technique setup with needles and pushers on a double bed
Technique 163 showing the needle setup and result
A 2-color tuck stitch pattern with tubular knitting.

Good to know
!

The pattern selector dial sets the locks for the desired stitch. On the mechanical
machines, beautiful patterns can be easily created. On the electronic machines
patterning can be “push button”.

!

Directional Arrow Keys reverse the position of the pushers when knitted in the
direction of the arrows.

!

No sponge bars on Passaps. They have needle rails which are metal bars that hold the
needles in place.

!

On the double bed machines, you have the option of knitting single bed patterns on
the front or the back beds. On the E-6000, you are limited to the lock selection
available on the back bed.

!

When the lights are out, you can still knit with the electronic machines.

!

The machines like yarns from about 1500 yards per pound to about 5000 yards per
pound. Generally, from fine laceweight to some sport weight. It does not play nice
with yarns that have no elasticity, are too heavy, metallics and metallic wound yarns,
or novelty styles with lots of things that can catch. The E-8000 knits only finer yarns
due to the small 3mm/8 gauge needle bed. General rule, if you think the carriage is
hard to push, the yarn shouldn’t be used.

!

The internal battery of the electronic machines must be kept charged, even when not
using. You should also have the console plugged into a quality surge protector.

The latch end of the needles
shown on both needle beds.
The yarn knits between both
beds and falls below.

The pushers in action on a pattern

The E-6000 Console

The E-6000 console
!

A “dialogue” program leads the user through the Passap program to design their
knitting.

!

The program progresses from the type of cast on to use, the stitch pattern
desired, the technique, the shaping, if alternation is needed, if enlargement and
positioning of a design is needed, and the needles to use.

!

Unique designs can be done using pattern design sheets, Passap’s electronic
“punchcard”. Drawn on patterning draft paper and black ink, cards are read by
the console and set up for knitting.

The Form Computer
!

Initially introduced with the Duomatic, the computer
brought automatic shaping and sizing to Passap
machine knitting.

!

Upgrades for the E-6000 and again with the E-8000

!

Once a swatch is created and measured, the form
computer translates your individual measurements into
knitting directions for individual pieces

!

Measurement is in centimeters

!

Each knitted piece is programmed separately.

!

Alteration capability is available.

!

Passap design books provided schematics and knitting
instruction for the Form computer.

!

Passap published pattern books and magazines.
Monthly Passap Knitting clubs provided patterns to
members with the needed support of experienced
knitters to assist the new owners.

Form Computer evolution

Accessories
Intarsia Devices

Tp6 Intarsia device
Production date
unknown. Believe this
was used with
Duomatics

Picto Intarsia Device
Production 1990 for use
with the E-6000

Patterning Devices for older machines

The Jac 40
This punchcard device works on
Passap, and 5 gauge White,
Superba, Phildar, and Singer
Machines Attached to the bed,
with punchcard inserted from
the top (I believe).

The Deco with punchcard device is used on
the Duomatic machines. The longer piece is
attached to the front bed. The Deco attaches
to the left side of the front lock.

The Alinea Fairisle patterning device for
the Duomatic. Attaches to the front lock.

Transfer Locks

U70 Fast dependable
transfer from one bed to
another. No pattern
transfer with this tool

U80 has patterning
transfer capability on
both beds.

U100E used on the
E6000. Has
patterning transfer
capability. Specific
techniques have
been created to use
this accessory.

Tricofit Linker and Cast Off Device

Performs the single bed chain stitch cast off

Electra Series Motors

Motors were
introduced in 1963.
Upgraded through
1994
They are attached to
the back of the stand

The first
Machines

M201 Speed-O-Knit single bed
production dates 1953-1959

The Automatic Single Bed with
“presserfoot”
production dates 1958-1966
The Combi production dates
1965-73

The P22
production dates
1961-1963

The Goldy aka Swiss
Knitter
circa 1986

The F200
production dates
1970-1985

The Vario production dates 1989 - Unknown

Single Bed
Machines

The Monomatic production date 1985

The Goldy
production date 1986 Unknown

The Duomatic Machines
The Duomatic 5
aka The Pinky
production date
1960-1977

The Duomatic S
production date
1979 - ?

The Duomatic SD
production date
unknown

The Duomatic 80
Production date 1977-1999

The E-6000
Production date
1988-1999

The E-8000
Production date 1997-1999

From 1939 to the
present, machine
knitting has been fun
and rewarding with
Passap.
No matter the
machine.
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